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SGK LAUNCHES SHOCKWAVE WITH $20 MILLION DEPLOYMENT OF 

HYBRID SOFTWARE’S PACKAGING WORKFLOW  

 

(GENT, BELGIUM)  Matthews International’s subsidiary SGK, the leading global brand 

development, activation, and deployment company, has chosen its partner for the 

future.  HYBRID Software and its CLOUDFLOW workflow solution will be used by SGK 

facilities worldwide.  Earlier this year, SGK installed more than 400 seats of HYBRID’s 

PACKZ PDF editor in their production facilities while performing an extensive pilot 

program, code-named “Shockwave”, which tested PROOFSCOPE  and CLOUDFLOW for 

live automated production in selected facilities in North America, Europe, and Asia.  After 

more than 12 months of dedicated effort by SGK and HYBRID, the pilot program was a 

huge success and PROOFSCOPE and CLOUDFLOW have now been deployed for live 

production worldwide. 

 

According to Joe Bartolacci, CEO of Matthews International, SGK’s search for a new 

workflow partner began two years ago at Drupa 2016.  “Major brands and CPGs have 

been asking for faster turnaround, greater accuracy and global real-time visibility 

utilizing native PDF formats to help them manage their brands around the world.  We 

knew that only SGK had the global scale to deliver this solution. Cloud-based 

infrastructure for workflow and file management systems was essential to our solution 

but not available off-the-shelf from any other industry partners.  We began searching for 

a software company that would become a long-term partner with SGK, able to tightly 

integrate with the power of our new SAP system and our new end-to-end Service 

Delivery Platform, which will accelerate speed to market and improve efficiency at all 

levels of the packaging supply chain. We found this partner in HYBRID Software.  We are 

now able to seamlessly manage our clients’ packaging workflow from our desktops to 

any printer in the world, giving our clients complete reliability and improved speed to 

market.” 

 

Says Guido Van der Schueren, Chairman of HYBRID Software, “This project was the 

largest that HYBRID has ever undertaken. It required a tremendous commitment of 



resources from both SGK and HYBRID as well as a shared vision. SGK set a high bar for 

speed and quality that CLOUDFLOW was able to achieve because our development team 

received valuable insights from SGK throughout the process. This was not simply about 

replacing old software with new software. We needed the product to deliver a greater 

level of manufacturing automation and productivity across all SGK facilities. Together, 

we’re ready to lead the next wave of automated packaging production.”  

 

END 

 

ABOUT HYBRID SOFTWARE 
With offices in Belgium, Germany, Italy and the US plus a global partner network, HYBRID 
Software is a software development company focused on innovative productivity tools for the 
graphic arts industry. HYBRID Software’s CLOUDFLOW workflow, PACKZ editor and integration 
products offer a unique set of advantages that include native PDF workflows, vendor-independent 
solutions based on industry standards, scalable technology and low cost of ownership. These 
products are used by hundreds of customers worldwide in all areas of pre-press and print, 
including labels and packaging, folding cartons, corrugated, wide format and digital printing. 
 
For more information visit: www.hybridsoftware.com 
 
 
ABOUT SGK 
SGK is a leading global brand development, activation and deployment company that drives brand  
performance. By creating brands, helping sell brands, producing brand assets and protecting brand 
equities, SGK helps their clients achieve higher brand performance. SGK's global footprint spans 
more than 20 countries. SGK was formerly marketed as Schawk, Inc. and is a division of Matthews 
International. 
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